
MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

Answer the question.
1) You currently drive 360 miles per week in a car that gets 20 miles per gallon of gas. You are

considering buying a new fuel-efficient car for $12,000 (after trade-in on your current car) that gets
60 miles per gallon. Insurance premiums for the new and old car are $900 and $600 per year,
respectively. You anticipate spending $1400 per year on repairs for the old car and having no
repairs on the new car. Assume gas costs $3.50 per gallon. Over a five-year period, is it less
expensive to keep your old car or buy the new car? By how much?

1)

A) the new car is $4420 less expensive B) the new car is $3120 less expensive
C) the old car is $4420 less expensive D) the old car is $3120 less expensive

2) You must decide whether to buy a new car for $25,000 or lease the same car over a three-year
period. Under the terms of the lease, you make a down payment of $1500 and have monthly
payments of $240. At the end of three years, the leased car has a residual value (the amount you
pay if you choose to buy the car at the end of the lease period) of $14,000.  Assume you sell the new
car at the end of three years at the same residual value. Compare the cost of leasing and buying the
car.

2)

A) Buy $11,000, lease $9840 B) Buy $11,000, lease $10,340
C) Buy $11,000, lease $10,140 D) Buy $12,000, lease $10,140

3) Assume that you have a health insurance plan with the following provisions:
· Office visits require a copayment of $35
· Emergency room visits have a $400 deductible (you pay the first $400)
· Surgical operations have a $2000 deductible (you pay the first $2000)
· You pay a monthly premium of $450

During a one-year period, your family has the following expenses:

Expense   Total cost (before insurance)
Feb 18: Emergency room      $740
Mar 13: Office visit      $100
Apr 14: Surgery      $8200
May 12: Office visit      $120
Nov 23: Emergency room      $1120

Determine your health-care expenses for the year with and without the insurance policy.

3)

A) With policy $8270,without policy $10,280
B) With policy $12,810,without policy $10,820
C) With policy $3320,without policy $10,280
D) With policy $7860,without policy $10,730

Find the monthly interest payments in the situation described.  Assume that monthly interest rates are 1/12 of annual
interest rates.

4) Ashton maintains an average balance of $600 on his credit card which carries an annual interest
rate of 15%.

4)

A) $7.50 B) $900 C) $90 D) $75
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The expenses and income of an individual are given in table form.  Find the net monthly cash flow (it could be positive or
negative). Assume salaries and wages are after taxes, that 1 month = 4 weeks, and that 1 year = 12 months. Round your
answer to the nearest dollar.

5)
Income     Expenses
Part-time job: $1100 /month    Rent: $640/month
Student loan: $6000/year    Groceries: $80/week
Scholarship: $5800/year    Tuition and fees: $4200 twice a year

   Entertainment: $190/month

5)

A) $473 B) $583 C) $203 D) $233

For the given principal, interest rate, and time period, determine the amount of interest that would be earned in an
account paying simple interest. Also determine the amount of interest that would be earned in an account paying
compound interest with interest compounded annually.  Determine how much more interest would be earned in the
account paying compound interest.  Round to the nearest cent.

6) Principal: $720   Rate: 2%   Years: 18 6)
A) $769.14 B) $49.14 C) $509.94 D) $43.37

Find the annual percentage yield (APY).
7) A bank offers an APR of 4.5% compounded semiannually. 7)

A) 4.5.00% B) 4.55% C) 4.59% D) 4.58%

Use the compound interest formula for continuous compounding to determine the accumulated balance after the stated
period.

8) A $7000 deposit in an account with an APR of 3.6% compounded continuously for 5 years. 8)
A) $1699.38 B) $8380.52 C) $8354.05 D) $7256.59

Solve the problem.
9) Suppose you start saving today for a $10,000 down payment that you plan to make on a house in 5

years.  Assume that you make no deposits into the account after your initial deposit.  The account
has annual compounding and an APR of 2.7%. How much would you need to deposit now to reach
your $10,000 goal in 5 years?

9)

A) $8752.82 B) $8738.48 C) $8741.12 D) $8812.82

10) Kerry invests $682 in a savings account that earns 5.4% compounded annually.  Andy invests $682
in a savings account that earns 7% compounded annually.  How much is in each of their accounts
after 10 years and after 20 years?

10)

A) Kerry: $1094.84; $1852.49
Andy: $1253.83; $2466.47

B) Kerry: $1153.96; $1952.52
Andy: $1341.60; $2639.12

C) Kerry: $1038.75; $1582.10
Andy: $1171.80; $2013.38

D) Kerry: $1281.95; $1281.95
Andy: $1535.99; $1535.99

Calculate the balance under the given assumptions.
11) Find the savings plan balance after 10 months with an APR of 3% and monthly payments of $390. 11)

A) $3944.17 B) $4758.00 C) $4044.30 D) $3352.54
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Answer the question.
12) Stephen sets up an IRA with an APR of 4% at age 26.  At the end of each month, he deposits $57 in

the account.  How much will the IRA contain when he reaches 65? Compare that amount to the
total amount of deposits made over the time period.

12)

A) $46,870.08; this is $30,460.28 more than the total amount of the deposits.
B) $47,628.04; this is $24,828.04 more than the total amount of the deposits.
C) $64,065.01; this is $37,389.01 more than the total amount of the deposits.
D) $1545.43; this is $63.43 more than the total amount of the deposits.

Compute the total and annual returns on the described investment.
13) Five years after buying 300 shares of XYZ stock for $45 per share, you sell the stock for $20,000. 13)

A) Total Return: 43.33%
Annual Return: 7.36%

B) Total Return: 48.15%
Annual Return: 8.18%

C) Total Return: 50.56%
Annual Return: 8.59%

D) Total Return: 40.93%
Annual Return: 6.95%

Use the given stock table to answer the question.
14) How does the share price for company ABC compare to the profit per share that it earned in the

past year?

  52-Week
High     Low   Stock   Div

 Yld
  %   P/E

  Vol
 100s    High    Low   Close

    Net
    Chg

33.16    16.74   ABC  0.63  2.5 21 4156    25.68    24.87 25.35 +0.22
27.83    12.07   XYZ  0.21  1.2 14 9175    18.17    17.26 17.51 +0.09

14)

A) price = 2.5 × earnings B) earnings = 21 × price
C) price = 21 × earnings D) price = 25.35 × earnings

Solve the problem.
15) Calculate the current yield for a $100 Treasury bond with a coupon rate of 5% that has a market

value of $85.
15)

A) 6.47% B) 5.29% C) 5.88% D) 5.00%

Solve.
16) Calculate the monthly payment for a  student loan of $20,934 at a fixed APR of 8% for 12 years. 16)

A) $340.24 B) $194.17 C) $272.03 D) $226.60

Assume you have a balance of $3200 on your credit card that you want to pay off.  Calculate your monthly payment and
total payment under the given conditions.  Assume you make no additional charges to the card.

17) The credit card APR is 18% and you want to pay off the balance in 1 year. 17)
A) $251.22; $3014.66 B) $293.38; $3520.51
C) $352.53; $4230.33 D) $441.55; $5298.61
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Solve the problem.
18) You need a $75,291 loan. Compute the monthly payment for each of the loan options listed below.

Assume that the loans are fixed rate.
Option 1: a 30 year-loan at an APR of 8%
Option 2: a 15-year loan at 7.5%

18)

A) Option 1: $545.63
Option 2:  $678.16

B) Option 1: $562.69
Option 2:  $727.62

C) Option 1: $552.46
Option 2:  $697.96

D) Option 1: $560.48
Option 2:  $720.33

You need a loan of $100,000 to buy a condo.  Calculate your monthly payments and total closing costs for each choice.
19) Choice 1: 30-year fixed rate at 8% with closing costs of $1209 and no points

Choice 2: 20-year fixed rate at 7.5% with closing costs of $1209 and 2 points
19)

A) Choice 1: $646.39; $1209
Choice 2: $844.97; $2959

B) Choice 1: $814.41; $1209
Choice 2: $774.51; $2418

C) Choice 1: $912.26; $1209
Choice 2: $749.60; $3009

D) Choice 1: $733.76; $1209
Choice 2: $805.59; $3209

Solve the problem.
20) You have a choice between a 30-year fixed rate loan at 7.5% and an ARM with a first-year rate of

5%. The ARM rate rises to 8.5% at the start of the third year. Neglecting compounding and changes
in principal, estimate your monthly savings with the ARM during the first year on a $180,000 loan.

20)

A) $395 B) $355 C) $375 D) $425

21) For the study described below, identify the sample.

A researcher is interested in the level of stress among emergency-room nurses in the U.S.  275
emergency-room nurses were interviewed to determine their level of stress.  Each nurse was
assigned a stress rating based on his or her answers to a number of questions. The average stress
rating for the 275 nurses was determined.

21)

A) All emergency-room nurses in the U.S.
B) The questionnaire given to the 275 emergency-room nurses interviewed
C) The average stress rating for  the 275 emergency-room nurses interviewed
D) The 275 emergency-room nurses interviewed

Identify which of these types of sampling is used: simple random, stratified, systematic, or convenience.
22) The name of each contestant is written on a separate card, the cards are placed in a bag, and three

names are picked from the bag.
22)

A) Convenience B) Systematic C) Simple random D) Stratified

In order to answer the given question, which of the following types of study would be the most appropriate: an
experiment without blinding, an experiment with single blinding, an experiment with double blinding, an observational
study, or a case-control study?

23) Do Super-Slimmer Shakes increase weight loss? 23)
A) Experiment with double blinding
B) Experiment with single blinding
C) Case-control study
D) Observational study
E) Experiment  without blinding
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A sample statistic and margin of error are given. Find the confidence interval likely to contain the population parameter
of interest and answer the question.

24) In a survey conducted in a certain city it was found that 4.0% of men and 5.1% of women were
unemployed. The margin of error for each report was 0.8 percentage points. Use each sample
statistic to find a confidence interval. Can we conclude that the unemployment rate is higher
amongst women than amongst men?

24)

A) men: 4.0% to 4.8%
women: 4.3% to 5.1%
no

B) men: 3.2% to 4.8%
women: 4.3% to 5.9%
no

C) men: 3.2% to 4.0%
women: 5.1% to 5.9%
yes

D) men: 3.6% to 4.4%
women: 4.7% to 5.5%
yes

25) The CEO of a company claims that 90% of its employees have very high job satisfaction. A poll of
the company's employees revealed that 88 percent had very high job satisfaction with a margin of
error of 2.6 percentage points. Can we conclude that the CEO was lying?

25)

A) 85.4% to 88%; yes B) 86.7% to 89.3%; yes
C) 88% to 90.6%; no D) 85.4% to 90.6%; no

Answer the question.
26) A researcher wishes to determine the percentage of voters in a town who favor stronger

environmental laws. Which of the following would be the most representative sample?
26)

A) A random sample of  college students
B) A sample of listeners who call in to a radio talk show
C) A  sample  consisting of every 10th person leaving an organic food store
D) A sample  selected randomly from the phone book

Identify the variable as either qualitative or quantitative.
27) The movie critics' ratings of the new movie on a scale of 0-10 where 10 = the best movie ever seen

and
0 = the worst movie ever seen

27)

A) Quantitative B) Qualitative
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Construct a pie chart representing the given data set.
28) Intended major of high school students:

Science: 32%
Social Science: 8%
Humanities: 20%
Business: 16%
Other: 24%

28)

A) B)

C) D)

Construct a line chart for the data.
29)

Student Test Scores
 Score Frequency
10-14 2
15-19 5
20-24 13
25-29 17
30-34 6

29)
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A) B)

C) D) None of the above

30) The table shows the end-of-the-month checking account balance of a statistics teacher for the
months January 1999 through December 1999 as determined by the closing balance on the last
banking day of the month.  The balance is rounded to the nearest dollar.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
1112  1356  1627  1936  1743  1481  1490  1340  1139 910 700 500

Construct a time series line chart for the data.

30)
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A)

B)
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C)

D) None of the above

State whether the scatter diagram shows strong positive correlation, weak positive correlation, strong negative
correlation, weak negative correlation, or no correlation.

31) 31)

A) Weak negative correlation
B) Strong negative correlation
C) No correlation
D) Strong positive correlation
E) Weak positive correlation

State whether you think that the variables have strong positive correlation, weak positive correlation, strong negative
correlation, weak negative correlation, or no correlation.

32) The age of a computer and its value. 32)
A) Weak negative correlation
B) Strong positive correlation
C) No correlation
D) Weak positive correlation
E) Strong negative correlation

Make a scatter diagram for the data.
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33) The following table gives the total sales (revenue) and profits for 8 retailers.

Company
   Total Sales
(Millions of $)

       Profits
(Millions of $)

Adams           9.5           0.5
Browns         22.0           1.4
Clay         35.0           1.8
Donners         64.0           3.0
Esters         27.5           0.9
Framer         45.0           2.6
Gillies         15.0           0.8
Hays         57.0           2.2

33)

A) B)

C) D)

A statement is made about correlation. State whether the correlation is positive or negative and whether the correlation is
most likely due to coincidence, a common underlying cause, or a direct cause.

34) In Angela's class, the taller students got lower scores on the test. 34)
A) Negative correlation; coincidence
B) Positive correlation; common underlying cause
C) Negative correlation; common underlying cause
D) Positive correlation; coincidence
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Answer as requested.
35) A researcher finds a positive correlation between the amount of wine people drink and the  number

of friends they have. Which of the following statements must be true?  More than one statement
may be true.

A: People who drink more tend, on average, to have more friends.
B: If a person starts drinking more wine, they are likely to find themselves with more friends.
C: If a person  stops drinking wine, they are  likely to find themselves with fewer  friends.
D: If Anna has more friends then Pierre, she must drink more wine than Pierre.

35)

A) A and D B) A C) B and C D) A and B

Find the mean for the given sample data. Unless otherwise specified, round your answer to one more decimal place than
that used for the observations.

36) The students in Hugh Logan's math class took the Scholastic Aptitude Test. Their math scores are
shown below. Find the mean score.

566 589 351 358 640
348 351 645  470  482

36)

A) 476.0 B) 480.0 C) 489.8 D) 470.6

Find the median for the given sample data.
37) The salaries of ten randomly selected doctors are shown below.

$110,000  $121,000  $178,000  $201,000  $210,000
$105,000  $119,000  $849,000  $244,000  $160,000

Find the median salary.

37)

A) $256,000 B) $230,000 C) $178,000 D) $169,000

Find the mode(s) for the given sample data.
38) 20, 38, 46, 38, 49, 38, 49 38)

A) 38 B) 46 C) 49 D) 39.7
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Select the requested distribution.
39) Which of the distributions has the greatest variation? 39)

A)

B)

C)

Provide an appropriate response.
40) Of the mean, median, and mode, which is (are) affected by outliers? 40)

A) The mean and median B) The mean and mode
C) The median and mode D) The mean only

Find the range for the given data.
41) Jeanne is currently taking college economics. On the past five quizzes, Jeanne got the following

scores.

5 17 1 13 12

41)

A) 16 B) 17 C) 7 D) 1
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Obtain the five-number summary for the given data.
42) The test scores of 15 students are listed below.

40 46 49 54 56
62 67 70 73 77
85  87  90  94  95

42)

A) 40, 54, 71.5, 87, 95 B) 40, 52.75, 71.5, 85.5, 95
C) 40, 54, 70, 87, 95 D) 40, 52.75, 70, 85.5, 95

Construct a boxplot as requested.
43) The weights (in pounds) of 30 newborn babies are listed below. Construct a boxplot for the data set.

5.5  5.7  5.8  5.9  6.1  6.1  6.3  6.4  6.5  6.6
6.7  6.7  6.7  6.9  7.0  7.0  7.0  7.1  7.2  7.2
7.4  7.5  7.7  7.7  7.8  8.0  8.1  8.1  8.3  8.7

43)

A)

B)

C)

D)

Find the standard deviation for the given data. Round your answer to one more decimal place than the original data.
44) 3, 5, 6, 6, 9, 1 44)

A) 2.5 B) 7.6 C) 2.8 D) 5.4

Use the range rule of thumb to approximate the standard deviation.
45) 2, 6, 15, 9, 11, 22, 1, 4, 8, 19 45)

A) 2 B) 6.8 C) 5.25 D) 6.3

Use the 68-95-99.7 rule to solve the problem.
46) The time it take Claudia to drive to work is normally distributed with a mean of 46 minutes and a

standard deviation of 5 minutes. What percentage of the time will it take her less than 61 minutes to
drive to work?

46)

A) 0.3% B) 0.15% C) 99.7% D) 99.85%
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Solve the problem. Round your answer to two decimal places.
47) Scores on a test are normally distributed with a mean of 102 and a standard deviation of 7. What is

the standard score for an exam score of 108 ?
47)

A) 0.99 B) 0.86 C) 1.17 D) -0.99

For the given data value, find the standard score and the percentile.
48) A data value 0.6 standard deviations above the mean. 48)

A) z = -0.6;  percentile = 27.43 B) z = 0.06;  percentile = 51.99
C) z = 0.6;  percentile = 72.57 D) z = 0.6;  percentile = 2.5

Solve the problem.
49) Suppose that the mean salary in a particular profession is $45,000 with a standard deviation of

$2,000. To what percentile does a salary of $48,000 correspond?
49)

A) 91st B) 41st C) 93rd D) 43rd

50) Scores on a test are approximately normally distributed with a mean of 70 and a standard deviation
of 9. The teacher wants to give A's to the top 10% of students. What is the bottom cutoff for an A
grade? Round your answer to the nearest whole number.

50)

A) 79 B) 82 C) 90 D) 80

51) If 12 newborn babies are randomly selected, how many different gender sequences are possible? 51)
A) 24 B) 144 C) 479,001,600 D) 4096

52) A musician plans to perform 5 selections for a concert. If he can choose from 7 different selections,
how many ways can he arrange his program?

52)

A) 21 B) 35 C) 2520 D) 16,807

53) There are 13 members on a board of directors. If they must form a subcommittee of 4 members,
how many different subcommittees are possible?

53)

A) 24 B) 715 C) 17,160 D) 28,561

54) In a certain lottery, 3 different numbers between 1 and 13 inclusive are drawn at random. These are
the winning numbers. If you choose 3 different numbers at random between 1 and 13, what is the
probability you will match the winning numbers? Assume that the order of the numbers is
unimportant.

54)

A) 1
6 B) 1

2197 C) 1
1716 D) 1

286

Provide an appropriate response.
55) When using the counting rules to count the number of possible outcomes, the permutation formula

can be used in which of the following situations?
55)

A) When repetitions are allowed and the order of arrangement is unimportant
B) When repetitions are  allowed and the order of arrangement is important
C) When repetitions are not allowed and the order of arrangement is unimportant
D) When repetitions are not allowed and the order of arrangement is important

Solve the problem.
56) Suppose there are 7 roads connecting town A to town B and 8 roads connecting town B to town C.

In how many ways can a person travel from A to C via B?
56)

A) 56 ways B) 15 ways C) 64 ways D) 49 ways
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Find the indicated probability. Round your answer to 6 decimal places when necessary.
57) A die with 6 sides is rolled. What is the probability of rolling a number less than 5? 57)

A) 4 B) 5
6 C) 2

3 D) 1
6

58) A bag contains 6 red marbles, 3 blue marbles, and 1 green marble. What is the probability of
choosing a marble that is not blue?

58)

A) 10
7 B) 7

10 C) 3
10 D) 7

Make a probability distribution for the given set of events.
59) When four fair coins are tossed, sixteen equally likely outcomes are possible as shown below:

 HHHH HHHT HHTH HHTT
 HTHH HTHT HTTH HTTT
THHH  THHT THTH THTT
TTHH  TTHT TTTH TTTT

Make a  probability distribution for the number of tails when four fair coins are tossed.

59)

A)
Result Probability

0 T 1/16
1 T 1/4
2 T 3/8
3 T 1/4
4 T 1/16

B)
Result Probability

0 T 1/16
1 T 3/16
2 T 1/2
3 T 3/16
4 T  1/16

C)
Result Probability

0 T 1/16
1 T 1/8
2 T 3/8
3 T 1/8
4 T 1/16

D)
Result Probability

1 T 1/4
2 T 7/16
3 T 1/4
4 T 1/16

Provide an appropriate response.
60) Sean flipped a coin 100 times and got heads 42 times. He concludes that the probability of getting

heads on a flip of his coin is 0.42. Which method did Sean use?
60)

A) Subjective method B) Multiplication method
C) Theoretical method D) Empirical method

Find the indicated probability. Round your answer to 6 decimal places when necessary.
61) You are dealt two cards successively (without replacement) from a shuffled deck of 52 playing

cards. Find the probability that both cards are black.
61)

A) 25
102 B) 13

51 C) 25
51 D) 1

2652

62) A fair die is rolled. What is the probability of rolling a 3 or a 4? 62)

A) 1
36 B) 1

3 C) 2 D) 1
6
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Use the at least once rule to find the indicated probability.
63) Find the probability of at least one 3 in 9 rolls of a fair die. 63)

A) 0.998 B) 0.194 C) 0.806 D) 0.039

Find the indicated probability.
64) The following table displays a distribution for a group of retired people by career and age at

retirement.

11 30 93 48 182

11 42 83 41 177

61 161 309 188 719

Suppose one of these people is selected at random. Compute the probability that the person
selected was a store clerk. Round your answer to the nearest thousandth.

64)

A) 0.295 B) 0.099 C) 0.253 D) 0.025

Provide an appropriate response.
65) A card is selected at random from a standard deck of 52 cards. Let

A = event the  card is a heart
B = event the  card is a red card

Which of the following is (are) true?
A: P(A or B) = P(A)
B:  P(A or B) = P(B)
C: P(A and B) = P(B)
D: P(A and B) = P(A)

65)

A) A and D B) B and C C) A and C D) B and D

Find the expected value.
66) You are given 8 to 1 odds against rolling a sum of 7 with the roll of two fair dice, meaning you win

$8 if you succeed and you lose $1 if you fail. Find the expected value (to you) of the game.
66)

A) $0.50 B) $0.18 C) $0 D) $1.33
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Solve the problem.
67) The table shows the prizes and probabilities of winning (on a single $1 ticket) for a particular state

lottery. Find the  expected value of the winnings for a single lottery ticket.

Prize (dollars) Probability
8 million (jackpot) 1 in 76,275,360
150,000 1 in 2,179,296
    5000 1 in 339,002
      150 1 in 9686
      100 1 in 7705
          5 1 in 220
          2 1 in 102
          1 1 in 62

67)

A) -$0.73 B) -$0.78 C) $0.27 D) -$0.69

68) Ten thousand raffle tickets are sold. One first prize of $2000, 4 second prizes of $800 each, and 10
third prizes of $400 each are to be awarded, with all winners selected randomly. If you are given
one ticket, what are your expected winnings?

68)

A) 92 cents B) 32 cents C) 152 cents D) 116 cents

Find the expected value.
69) An insurance policy sells for $730. Based on past data, an average of 1 in 60 policyholders will file a

$10,000 claim, an average of 1 in 120 policyholders will file a $20,000 claim, and an average of 1 in
300 policyholders will file a $50,000 claim. What is the expected value to the company per policy
sold?

69)

A) $230 B) $255 C) $500 D) $260

Provide an appropriate response.
70) A fair coin is tossed 5 times. Which of the following statements is (are) true?

A: The sequence HTHTH is more likely than the sequence HHHHH.
B:  The sequence HTHTH and the sequence HHHHH are equally likely.
C: Getting 5 tails is less likely than getting 3 tails.
D: Getting 5 tails and getting 3 tails are equally likely.

70)

A) A and C B) B and C C) B and D D) A and D

Solve. Round your answer to the nearest tenth.
71) Find the circumference of a circle with a diameter of 22 feet. 71)

A) 138.2 ft B) 379.9 ft C) 69.1 ft D) 34.5 ft

Find the perimeter and area of the figure.
72) A rectangle with a length of 2 yards and a width of 5 yards 72)

A) P = 6 yd, A = 10 yd2 B) P = 7 yd, A = 20 yd2

C) P = 14 yd, A = 10 yd2 D) P = 8 yd, A = 20 yd2
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Find the area of the triangle.
73)

28 cm
22 cm

39 cm

73)

A) 242 cm2 B) 308 cm2 C) 429 cm2 D) 858 cm2

Solve the problem.
74) A competition swimming pool is 50 meters long, 26 meters wide, and 3 meters deep.  How much

water does the pool hold?
74)

A) 450 m3 B) 65,000 m3 C) 3900 m3 D) 33,800 m3

75) Earth has a radius of approximately 6400 kilometers, and Saturn has a radius of approximately
60,300 kilometers (assuming that the planets are spherical). (i) Compute the surface area and
volume for both planets. (ii) Which planet has the larger surface-area-to-volume ratio?

75)

A) (i) Surface area of Earth is about 5.15 × 108 square kilometers, volume of Earth is about
1.10 × 1012 cubic kilometers, surface area of Saturn is about 4.57 × 1010 square kilometers,
volume of Saturn is about 9.18 × 1014 cubic kilometers
(ii) Saturn has the larger surface-area-to-volume ratio.

B) (i) Surface area of Earth is about 4.57 × 1010 square kilometers, volume of Earth is about
9.18 × 1014 cubic kilometers, surface area of <a> is about 5.15 × 108 square kilometers,
volume of Saturn is about 1.10 × 1012 cubic kilometers
(ii) Earth has the larger surface-area-to-volume ratio.

C) (i) Surface area of Earth is about 5.15 × 108 square kilometers, volume of Earth is about
1.10 × 1012 cubic kilometers, surface area of Saturn is about 4.57 × 1010 square kilometers,
volume of Saturn is about 9.18 × 1014 cubic kilometers
(ii) Earth has the larger surface-area-to-volume ratio.

D) (i) Surface area of Earth is about 4.57 × 1010 square kilometers, volume of Earth is about
9.18 × 1014 cubic kilometers, surface area of Saturn is about 5.15 × 108 square kilometers,
volume of Saturn is about 1.10 × 1012 cubic kilometers
(ii) Saturn has the larger surface-area-to-volume ratio.

Convert the given degree measure into degrees, minutes, and seconds of arc.
76) 94.41° 76)

A) 94°24 24 B) 94°24 36 C) 94°24 41 D) 94°24 42

Convert the given angle measure into degrees and decimal fractions of a degree.
77) 43°4' 77)

A) 43.08° B) 43.03° C) 43.07° D) 43.13°

Solve the problem.
78) Find the latitude and longitude of the location on Earth precisely opposite the point locatated at

latitude 29°N, longitude 29°W.
78)

A) 29°S, 151°W B) 29°N, 151°W C) 29°N, 29°E D) 29°S, 151°E
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Refer to the given map.  Assume that the length of each east-west block is 1
8

 mile and the length of each north-south

block is 1
4

 mile.

79) Find the shortest possible walking distance (following the streets) between the bus stop and the
library.

79)

A) 1.50 mi B) 1.25 mi C) 1.75 mi D) 2.0 mi

80) Find the straight-line distance between the bus stop and the library. 80)
A) 1.85 mi B) 1.62 mi C) 1.44 mi D) 1.35 mi
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